ABSTRACT

The title of this paper is “Verb Categories in Dahl’s Chocolate Factory”. This paper discusses about verb categories and function of verb found in the novel. The data were taken from the novel Dahl’s Chocolate Factory.

All the data are analyzed based on the theories which have been explained in chapter II. In this case the basic theory that is use to analyze Verb Categories Found in Novel; it is taken from A University of London: University of Grammar English by Randolph Quirk.

Based on result of the analysis, it is found that Intensive verb, Intransitive verb, Monotransitive verb, Ditransitive verb, and Complex transitive verb in the types of verb. And based on the component of verbs found that Intransitive Phrasal verbs, Transitive Phrasal verbs, Prepositional verbs, and Phrasal prepositional verbs.